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A minimum principle for stochastic control problems with 
output feedback is derived by applying Bismut’s minimum 
principle for stochastic control problems with full information 
about the past to the Kushner-Stratonovitch equation describ- 
ing the controlled evolution of the conditional density of the 
state. The well-known solution of the linear-quadratic Gaussian 
problem is obtained from the principle. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the stochastic system described by the 
scalar stochastic differential equation 
dx,=f(x,,u,,t)dt+g(x,,t)do,,O<tdl-, (1) 
and the output equation 
dy, = h(x,,t) dr + dw,, O<ttT. (2) 
Extension to the vector case presents no problems. 
The terminal time T is fixed and known. The 
processes v and w  are independent Brownian mo- 
tions, independent of the initial state x,,. We study 
the problem of minimizing a criterion of the form 
The sigma algebra generated by y,, 0 <s < t, will 
be denoted as x. Since we consider output feed- 
back, for each t the input u, is required to be 
x-measurable. We do not detail the conditions 
under which the problem formulation as described 
indeed makes sense. 
2. Kushner- Stratonovitch equation 
Let p, denote the conditional density of the 
state x, given Y,. Under conditions studied by 
Pardoux [6] this density exists and satisfies the 
Kushner- Stratonovitch equation [3] 
d/s(x) = W~P,(X) dr 
I\ 
+[h(x,t)-h(x,,f)]p,(x)[dy, -i&&t]. 
(4) 
Here L,(u,) is a partial differential operator de- 
fined by 
m4P,b) := - $ [fh,Jhb)] 
Furthermore, 
I..) : = lh(x,t)p,(x) dx. (6) 
In terms of the innovations process v,, 0 d t < T, 
defined by 
dv, = dy, - h(x,,t) dt, (7) 
. 
the conditional density pt evolves according to 
d/k4 = UP, dt 
+ p+J) -G3] P,(x)+? 
O<t<T. (8) 
It is widely believed and under certain conditions 
it has been rigorously proved (Fujisaki, Kallianpur 
and Kunita [2], Lipster and Shiryayev [4]) that the 
innovations process Y is a standard Brownian mo- 
tion. We shall continue the analysis under the 
assumption that this is indeed the case. 
The criterion (3) can be expressed in the condi- 
tional density p-y as 
E 
[ 
L’dr ~-Y(X~U~J)P,(X) dx 
+ J s(xM4dx . 1 (9) 
Therefore, the problem of controlling (l)-(2) opti- 
mally is equivalent to controlling the evolution of 
the conditional density as described by (8) through 
the input u such that the criterion (9) is minimized. 
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This was recognized by Mortensen [5] many 
years ago. Mortensen continued from this point 
with a dynamic programming approach. We choose 
a different route and consider the application of 
the stochastic minimum principle. 
3. Bismut’s minimum principle 
Bismut’s version [l] of the stochastic minimum 
principle applies to the minimization of the crite- 
rion (3) for the system (1) with full information 
about the past. Defining F, as the sigma algebra 
generated by x0 and us, 0 G s < t, the input u, is 
required to be F,-measurable for each t. Consider 
the Hamiltonian 
H(~,x,wr) : = dcv,~) + VT(w) 
+ u(x,u,t). (10) 
Suppose that the control u,, 0 < t < T, minimizes 
(3), and let x,, 0 <t < T, be the corresponding 
solution of (1). Suppose also that q,, 0 G t =G T, 
and r,, 0 < t < T, are F-adapted processes (i.e. for 
each t both q, and r, are F,-measurable), satisfying 
the adjoint equation 
- dq, =$$x,.q,.r,) dt 
+%x,,q,,r,) do,, 
ag 
(11) 
qT = $4 
Then U, minimizes H(t,x u q r ) with respect to u I’ 7 I’ , 
for each t. 
4. Minimum principle for output feedback 
We apply a generalized version of Bismuth’s 
minimum principle to the problem of controlling 
p, as described by the stochastic partial differential 
equation 
dp, =L,(u,)p,dt+u,dv,, O=Gt<T, 
such that 
E 
[/ 
or(Y,~,) df+ hpd] 
is minimal. Here 
(12) 
(13) 
u,(x) : = [h(G) -&yT)] P,(X), 
and ( , ) denotes 
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(14) 
(a,b) :=/a(x)b(x) dx. (15) 
We form the generalized Hamiltonian 
H(~~P,Wd := (4,L,P) + (r#J> 
+ (Y,P>. (16) 
The adjoint equation takes the form 
-dq, =E(t p 
6P 
, ,,u,,q,>r,) dt 
+$$.p,,u,,q,,r,) dv,, (17) 
with 6. /6. denoting a Frechet derivative. It re- 
mains to specify precisely on which space this is 
defined. then if u, is optimal, it minimizes 
H( t,p u q r ) with respect to u. ,T 9 t’ t 
This can be worked out in more detail. We have 
6H/6a = r. Writing 
H= (q,L,p) + (a - (kP))P) + (Y7P) 
= (L:qtP) + (r,hP) 
- (h9P)(r,P) + (YlP> 
it follows that 
~=L:q+hr-(h,p)r-(r,p)h+y. 
Here L: is the adjoint of L,, defined by 
(18) 
(19) 
+ $?2bJ)&p. cw 
We thus obtain for the adjoint equation 
- ddx) = L:(u,)q,b) dt 
+ r,(x)h(x,t) dt- hmr,(x) dt 
- r-B(x,t) dt + y(x,u,,t) dt 
+ r,(x) dv,, (21) 
with the terminal condition 
47-b) =9(x). (22) 
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These equations are to be satisfied by Y-adapted 
processes q, and r,, taking their values in function 
space. Omitting the terms from the Hamiltonian 
that do not depend on the control it follows that 
for each t in [O,T] the optimal u, minimizes 
ww%~P,) + (YLWh> (23) 
with respect to u. 
5. Application to the LQG problem 
As an application we consider in this section 
the linear system 
dx, = (YX, dt + pu, dt + A du,, 
dy, =yx,dt+dw,, (24) 
where for simplicity we take (Y, /?, A and y con- 
stants. The criterion is quadratic and takes the 
form 
3E 
[/ 
‘( x; + put) dt + P,x; 1 , (25) 0 
with p a positive and P, a nonnegative constant. 
The adjoint operator L: now takes the form 
L: =(ax+pu,)~+~dc 
PX2 
Substitution into (23) shows that the control- 
dependent terms of the Hamiltonian are 
h(x) 
SVJ- ax P,(X) dx + fw2. 
This expression is minimized by 
ad4 
u, = -;/p,(x),- dx. 
(27) 
Written out in full for the case at hand, the adjoint 
equation takes the form 
a4rw 
-dq,(x)=(ax+/?u,+- dr 
+ix2 a2d4 dt 
2 ax2 
+y(x-Q(x)dt 
-yxrm dt+t(x2 +puf) dt 
+ r,(x) dv,, (29) 
qT(x) =$P,x? 
These equations may be satisfied by a solution of 
the form 
q,(x) =iP(t)xZ ++A(t)(x-?,)2 
++>, O<trT. (30) 
P, A and 7 are scalar functions, of which P 
satisfies the Riccati equation 
-P(r)=2ap(t)+ 1 -$P’(t), 
P(T)=P,. (31) 
We note that q, as given by (30) is Y-adapted, as 
required. Evaluation of (28) with the aid of (30) 
shows that 
u, = - !P(r)rn,, (32) 
which is of course the optimal control. It remains 
to verify (29) and to determine the functions A 
and 7r. The terminal condition on q, is satisfied if 
A(T) = 0, r(T)=O. (33) 
We know in the present case the conditional ex- 
pectation .?, of x, given Y satisfies 
d?, = CC?, dt + bu, dr + k(t) dv,, 
O<t<T, (34) 
where k is the Kalman-Bucy filter gain. The ad- 
joint equation (29) may be verified by substituting 
the proposed solution (30) and using stochastic 
calculus with the aid of (34). Identification of the 
martingale terms of the resulting expression shows 
that 
A(t)(x-v?,)k(t) dv, =T,(x) dv,. (35) 
From this we obtain that the Y-adapted process rt 
is given by 
r,(x)=A(t)(x+,)k(t). (36) 
It follows immediately that r,m = 0. By identifi- 
cation of the remaining terms it may be seen that 
the adjoint equation is satisfied provided A and 7r 
are solved from the differential equations 
-A(t)=2[n+yk(l)]A(r)+$P’(r), 
A(T) = 0, (37) 
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-7?(t) =i[k2(r) +x2]A(r), 
7r(T) = 0. 
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6. Concluding remarks 
The minimum principle for output feedback 
control problems obtained in this note shows that 
the optimal control U, minimizes (23) with respect 
to 0, where the adjoint variable qr takes its values 
in function space and satisfies the adjoint equation 
(21)-(22). This adjoint equation is a stochastic 
partial differential equation and is in fact the 
adjoint of the Kushner- Stratonovitch equation. 
The application of this minimum principle to 
other problems than the LQG problem still re- 
mains to be tackled. Also, since the derivation of 
the minimum principle given here is formal, its 
range of validity remains to be established. 
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